During the last few decades, scientific evidence has confirmed a wide range of health benefits related to regular physical activity. How physical activity affects the immune function and infection risk is, however, still under debate. Commonly, intensive exercise suppresses the activity and levels of several immune cells, while other immune functions may be stimulated by moderate physical activity. With this knowledge, the understanding of the relationship between different levels of physical activity on the immune function has been raised as a potential tool to protect health not only in athletes but also in the general population; the mechanisms that translate a physically active lifestyle into good health continue to be investigated. Reviewing the literature, although several outcomes (i.e. the mechanisms by which different levels and duration of physical activity programmes affect numerous cell types and responses) remain unclear, given that the additional benefits encompass healthy habits including exercise, the use of physical activity programmes may result in improved health of elderly populations. Moderate physical activity or moderate–regulated training may enhance the immune function mainly in less fit subjects or sedentary population and the pre-event fitness status also seems to be an important individual factor regarding this relationship. Although adequate nutrition and regular physical activity habits may synergistically improve health, clinical trials in athletes using nutritional supplements to counteract the immune suppression have been inconclusive so far.

Further research is necessary to find out to what extent physical activity training can exert an effect on the immune function.

The term ‘physical activity’ is often used interchangeably with ‘exercise’ and although both have a number of common elements, it is important to point out the differences. While physical activity is defined as any body movement produced by skeletal muscular action that increases energy expenditure, exercise is planned, structured, and repetitive physical activity\(^{(1)}\). On the other hand, physical fitness is the capacity to perform physical activity, and refers to a full range of physiological and psychological qualities\(^{(1)}\). The intensity of physical activity may be classified using a standardized classification based on the energy costs of specific physical activities expressed as metabolic-equivalent scores (where 1 metabolic-equivalent is the energy needed per kg of body weight per hour of activity divided by the energy needed per kg per hour at rest)\(^{(2)}\). Normally, physical activity levels are classified as not active, light, or moderate intensity (metabolic-equivalent scores <6) and vigorous intensity (metabolic-equivalent scores ≥6).

The worldwide beneficial effects of a regular moderate physical active lifestyle on a number of physiological processes (cardiovascular function, insulin sensitivity, dyslipidemia, visceral adiposity and hypertension) are well documented\(^{(3–7)}\). While observational studies have pointed out that light-to-moderate physical activity is associated with a reduction of total mortality risk\(^{(8)}\), early sedentary lifestyle is considered to be an independent risk factor for...
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Table 1. Main effects of acute v. moderate exercise on both innate and adaptive immunity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Innate immunity</th>
<th>Adaptive immunity (cellular immunity)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acute exercise</strong> (90 min or longer)</td>
<td><strong>Adaptive immunity (cellular immunity)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>↑ Number of circulating NK cells</strong></td>
<td><strong>↑ Number of circulating lymphocytes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>↓ NK cell cytotoxic activity and NK cells counts after exercise</strong></td>
<td><strong>↓ Proliferative response of lymphocytes to mitogens</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>↑ Number of circulating neutrophils and monocytes</strong></td>
<td><strong>↓ Number of circulating lymphocytes and T-lymphocyte</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>↑ Monocyte and neutrophil phagocytosis</strong></td>
<td><strong>↑ CD4+/CD8+ ratio after strenuous and prolonged exercise</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>↓ Nasal neutrophil phagocytic capacity (transient suppression)</strong></td>
<td><strong>↑ Levels of pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-6</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>↓ Expression of toll-like receptors</strong></td>
<td><strong>↑ Levels of anti-inflammatory cytokines IL-10 and IL-1ra</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>↑ Cortisol production</strong></td>
<td><strong>↓ Levels of TNFα</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>↑ CRP level</strong></td>
<td><strong>Lipolysis induction</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>↑ Th1/Th2 ratio</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>↓ Nasal and salivary IgA level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>↓ Macrophage major histocompatibility complex II expression</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>↑ T-memory (CD45RO+) and T-naive (CD45RA+) cell counts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>↑ CD45RO+/CD45RA+ ratio</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>↓ Alteration of regulatory mechanism</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>↓ Suppression of cellular immunity → ‘open window’</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>↓ Exercise-induced IL-6 mRNA response after 10 weeks of training (untrained young men)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>↓ Systemic concentrations of IL-6 in elderly people at risk for disability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Not suppress the salivary IgA response or after cortisol secretion</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CRP, C-reactive protein; NK, natural killer; Th, T helper; ↑, increase; ↓, decrease.

several chronic diseases in adulthood9). Nowadays, physical activity therapy has received remarkable scientific attention for several reasons: effectiveness and logistical advantages over other therapies, relatively easy to implement, little cost or equipment and performance in either clinical or home settings10).

Physical activity has been shown to induce considerable physiological change on the immune system; however, their global effect on the immune function and their consequences on infection risk are still under debate.

Moreover, the mechanisms that explain a physically active lifestyle in terms of good health continue to be investigated11. Commonly, although intensive exercise, such as endurance training, could lead to the suppression of the activity and levels of several immune cells, other immune functions may be stimulated by moderate physical activity12–15).

This outcome has (at least partially) been explained by the relationship between physical activity and upper respiratory tract infections (URTI). While regular physical activity is inversely associated with URTI, several studies provide evidence supporting that athletes and sportsmen are at an increased risk of infections during periods of heavy training (the so-called ‘open window’ of impaired immunity)16,17). Several years ago, these findings suggested the ‘Inverted J Hypothesis’ in exercise immunology (Fig. 1), where disease susceptibility is increased in sedentary and over-trained subjects in comparison with regulated, moderate training18). There is no doubt that this hypothesis is influenced by several factors including the intensity, type and duration of physical activity19,20). In Table 1, the main effects of acute v. moderate exercise on both innate and adaptive immunity are summarized.

Since age-related decline in the immune function has been documented, the interest of the beneficial impact of a regular moderate physical activity on immune competence among the elderly has increased. On the other hand, there is a great interest in the possible effect of nutritional supplements on the incidence of infections after endurance training periods.

The present review summarizes evidence about the influence of physical activity on immunity and infection, taking into account ageing and nutritional aspects.
Immunity in response to physical activity

Acute–chronic–intense physical activity

Previous studies have reported an immune–physiologic adaptation to an acute bout of exercise leading to an increase of neutrophils together with a decrease of eosinophils, most probably influenced by plasma volume changes\(^{21–25}\). The possible mechanism seems to be associated with the migration of cells from endothelial tissues, as well as a phagocytic and inflammatory response to exercise-induced tissue damage\(^{26}\). Nevertheless, which different subsets of leucocytes migrate differentially into different tissues after exercise seems to be dependent on other factors such as the duration and intensity of the exercise\(^{27}\). A suppression of the respiratory burst and/or phagocytic capacity from neutrophils immediately after acute exercise has also been observed\(^{26}\).

Although the global health significance of transient changes in innate immunity cells such as natural killer cell subsets remains unclear\(^{11}\). After high-intensity exercise periods, a period of natural killer cell function depression has been described to be partly responsible of an increased susceptibility to the infection stage\(^{28}\). Some in vitro cross-sectional studies of the immune function have suggested enhanced natural killer cell cytotoxicity\(^{29,30}\) and T-lymphocyte proliferation among highly trained athletes\(^{19,21,22,31,32}\). With regard to immune cell counts, the results are less consistent\(^{33–35}\).

Acute and chronic intense exercise are also known to impair cell-mediated immunity by decreasing the expression of toll-like receptors and increasing cortisol and IL-6 production, leading to a state of inflammation, via a decreased macrophage and T-helper (Th) 1 cell cytokine production\(^{36}\). Furthermore, intense training seems to be associated with an imbalanced immunity response by an enhanced release of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF\(_\alpha\), IL-1\(\beta\) and IL-6, followed by anti-inflammatory cytokines release, such as IL-10 and IL-1ra\(^{36,37}\), and also suppressing cellular immunity, leading to an increased infections risk susceptibility\(^{38}\).

A number of factors including exercise duration and intensity, and sex and age seem to influence the changes produced in the immune response and further studies are needed to identify additional moderating factors (e.g. training and nutritional status) to understand the mechanisms\(^{11}\).

Moderate–regulated physical activity. The immune adaptation to physical activity depends on the intensity, duration and type of exercise, as well as environment temperature, nutrition, and hydration status, body composition, and concentration of hormones and cytokines\(^{41}\).

Several studies have reported that moderate regular physical activity can enhance the immune response. Animal studies have shown that exercise training may have a beneficial effect in natural cytotoxicity and T-lymphocyte proliferation reducing stress-induced antibody formation\(^{40}\), as well as enhanced counts of T-cells, B-cells and Ig\(^{41–44}\). Thus, according to this outcome, if regular physical activity can enhance cell-mediated adaptive immune responses in young healthy animals, perhaps participation in regular physical activity would benefit other populations (i.e. the elderly) whose immune system is compromised to a greater extent\(^{45}\).

Exercise training has recently been suggested to up-regulate Th-cell-mediated immune functions and be helpful to reduce infection risk and autoimmune diseases in elderly people\(^{46}\). Moreover, regular moderate-intensity endurance exercise has shown to increase lymphocyte proliferation, IL-2 production and T-cell subsets in this population\(^{47,48}\).

Regarding inflammation, while both moderate and intense exercise stimulate the phagocytic process of microbial, bacterial and viral pathogens in sedentary women, the profile of pro-/anti-inflammatory cytokine release seems to be enhanced following the moderate exercise\(^{49}\). Exercise has been shown to produce a short-term, inflammatory response with increased acute phase reactants, whereas both cross-sectional comparisons and longitudinal exercise training studies demonstrate a long-term ‘anti-inflammatory’ effect\(^{50}\). The attenuated lowered expression of some toll-like receptors seems to offer a new mechanism to explain some of the effects of the health benefits of an active lifestyle by reducing cardiovascular and metabolic disease risk which are commonly associated with elevated levels of inflammation markers including cytokines\(^{35}\).

On the other hand, cross-sectional and longitudinal studies have shown that athletes show a higher incidence of illness than ‘amateur’ sportsmen or sedentary individuals\(^{51}\), although the results are still controversial\(^{52,53}\), and some explanation for this conflicting point of view may be related with an inadequate recovery or prior history of illness\(^{51,54}\) or by individual determinants such as physical training level, age, nutritional status, ageing and health status.

Physical activity, immunity and ageing

Immune-senescence

Ageing is a continuous multi-dimensional process of physiological changes including several immunological alterations characterized by increased susceptibility to infectious and autoimmune diseases that are collectively called immune-senescence\(^{55,56}\). Older adults have been shown to exhibit an increased incidence of infections as compared with young or middle-aged adults\(^{39,57–59}\). This clinical evidence enhances morbidity and mortality risk in this population group. Alternatively, the elderly population also frequently presents a higher risk of developing nutritional disorders caused by the ageing process, which may modify the dietary habits as well as physical activity habits\(^{60–62}\).

With regard to immune alterations associated with increased infectious risk, ageing is associated with declines in T-cell subset counts as well as their function\(^{63–65}\). The factors leading to this T-cell imbalance include a decrease in naive T-cells or Th0 cells\(^{64–68}\), age-associated changes in surface molecule expression\(^{69,70}\), alterations in intracellular signalling\(^{71,72}\), increased rates of apoptosis\(^{73,74}\) and decreased proliferative capacity\(^{75,76}\).

Ageing has also been associated with alterations in the Th1–Th2 balance\(^{19}\), but with contradictory outcomes. While some studies have documented an age-associated
shift towards Th2 cytokine as IL-4, IL-6 and IL-10 production in human subjects (77,78), others have reported a trend towards increased Th1 (IL-2 and interferon-γ) (79,80). These conflicting findings are probably due to experimental factors such as techniques and in vitro stimulus used (81).

A decrease in B-cell numbers and function has also been observed in the elderly population (82–84). An incomplete stimulation from other immune cells and a diminished differentiation capacity has been suggested as possible biological mechanisms to explain the age-related immunodepression (85–87).

Physical activity counteracting age-induced immunodepression

Since the decline in immune response with age is well documented, the interest of the impact of physical activity on immune competence among the elderly has increased. On the other hand, sedentary habits seem to be associated with increased infection risk in ageing. Leveille et al. observed that physical inactivity in women aged 55–80 (followed for a period of 6 years) was associated with an increased risk of hospitalization largely due to infections (88).

Other studies addressing the impact of physical activity in elderly populations have suggested that moderate exercise may counteract the effects of immune senescence (39, 89–91). Some studies have also suggested that exercise may reduce low-grade inflammation by reduced levels of C-reactive protein (CRP) (92). A decrease in lipopolysaccharide-stimulated IL-6, IL-1β and TNFα production in the active elderly have also been shown when compared with the sedentary elderly (92). According to a retrospective and prospective study carried out to examine the relationship between physical activity and URTI in elderly subjects (aged 66–84 years), the greatest protection from URTI seems to be associated with a specific level of physical activity (equivalent to jogging 7 km/d or walking 90 min/d at a speed of about 19–20 min/mile) (93).

Besides, the duration of the intervention studies seems to be a determining factor to debate about the final outcome. While a 10-week moderate-to-vigorous exercise trial was not associated with decreased URTI in older women (94), longer intervention trials (10 months) have reported a decrease of URTI symptoms after regular moderate intensity exercise intervention (91). These different effects could be partially due to the relatively small number of subjects and the short exercise intervention of the former study (94).

The intensity of the activity is also important. Moderate exercise training has been associated with the improvement of expression of CD28 on Th cells and Th1–Th2 balances in the elderly. Exercise training could up-regulate Th cell-mediated immune functions and be helpful for a decrease in the risk of infections and autoimmune diseases in elderly people (40). Nevertheless, a 12-month moderate resistance training programme has been reported to increase the muscle strength of previously sedentary, clinically healthy, elderly women, although no changes were found on immune phenotypic or functional parameters, such as natural killer cell cytotoxic activity, lymphoproliferative response to the mitogen phytohemagglutinin, CD3, CD4, CD8, CD19, CD56 cell counts, as well as CD25, CD28, CD45RA, CD45RO, CD69, CD95, human leucocyte antigen (HLA)-DR cellular expression (95).

Finally, it seems important to highlight that the combination of physical activity programmes added to diet interventions may be promising. Several studies on middle-aged adults have found that physical activity and diet interventions resulting in weight loss reduced serum CRP, IL-6 and IL-18, whereas exercise training alone reduced serum CRP, IL-6, and blood mononuclear cell production of TNFα and IL-1α in patients at risk for heart disease (95–98).

The mechanisms by which different levels and duration of physical activity programmes affect numerous cell types and responses remain unclear. But there is enough evidence supporting the regular physical activity benefits counteracting the immune-senescence and the infection risk of elderly populations (Fig. 2).

Further studies of how physical activity impacts on immunosenescence in older adults are warranted and very promising in order to improve the healthcare of geriatric populations.

Nutritional countermeasures of immunodepression

Nutrition and physical activity have strong, simultaneous and continuous influences on health and disease (99–101). Numerous nutrients are known to be involved in energy metabolism and protein synthesis modulating the immune function. Some potential mechanisms of this modulation include the ability of the immune cells to proliferate and differentiate, the production of proteins with specific immune-related functions, phagocytic activity and immune cell-mediated immunity (102).

The concept of ‘immunonutrition’ refers to the ability of certain nutrients to modulate the immune status if they are provided in sufficient amounts, in general, far more often in excess of the usual nutritional requirements (17,103). Lacking adequate nutrition, the immune system is undoubtedly deprived of the components needed to generate an effective immune response (104). Vitamins (A, β-carotene, folic acid, B6, B12, C, E and riboflavin) and minerals (Fe, Zn and Se) play a pivotal role in maintaining the antioxidant/oxidant balance in immune cells and in protecting them from oxidative stress and preserving their adequate function (104–107).
Endurance athletes

Considerable evidence indicates that inadequate nutrition and psychological stress increase the negative effects of exertion (i.e. exercise periods) upon the immune system\(^{(104)}\). A number of non-systematic review articles have recommended that athletes consume a balanced diet ensuring energy and nutrient requirements\(^{(108,109)}\). In this sense, several studies have evaluated the efficacy of nutritional supplements on the incidence infection risk after exercise periods. We briefly describe the main studies reporting effects on nutritional supplements used in physical activity performance.

Several studies have pointed to the benefits of carbohydrate (CHO) ingestion before and during exercise for maintaining immune competence (attenuated reduction in functional responses in a number of immune cells and mediators including lymphocytes, neutrophils and inflammatory cytokines\(^{(110–120)}\)). In fact, several studies have reported larger stress hormones (cortisol and adrenaline) and plasma cytokine (IL-1ra, IL-6 and IL-10) responses in subjects performing exercise on diets with less than 10% of energy intake from CHO, as compared to those on normal or high CHO diets\(^{(114,121)}\).

The amount of CHO consumed in the pre-exercise meal has recently been suggested to probably be the most important influencing factor rather than the type of CHO in modifying the immune response to prolonged exercise (approximately 112 min at 70% \(\text{VO}_{2}\text{max}\) for the first hour and 76% \(\text{VO}_{2}\text{max}\) for the last 52 min) reflected in less perturbation of the circulating numbers of leucocytes, neutrophils and T lymphocyte subsets and in decreased elevation of the plasma IL-6 concentrations immediately after exercise\(^{(122)}\). Bishop \textit{et al.} showed that ingestion of CHO-rich sports drink by cyclists undertaking 2 h of moderate intensity exercise decreased the salivary IgA secretion rate\(^{(114)}\). Other studies have suggested that CHO beverage supplementation (about 1 litre/h of 6% CHO) may attenuate the serum cortisol increases in both runners and cyclists\(^{(110,116–118,123–126)}\). Summarizing, besides the number of studies supporting the effects of CHO supplementation on the maintenance of the immune response after exercise, further studies are needed to understand the clinical significance.

High-intensity physical exercise disrupts the balance between oxidants and antioxidant defences contributing to free radical generation\(^{(127)}\). Thus, although the cellular antioxidant mechanism adapts efficiently to exercise, extreme physical exercise causes oxidative damage to athletes, which may be associated with immune alterations\(^{(128–130)}\).

Vitamin C supplementation (≥1000 mg/d) augmented the increase in lymphocyte counts after exercise, attenuated the serum cortisol increase in ultramarathon runners and attenuated the increase of inflammatory cytokines\(^{(131–135)}\). No significant differences in the self-reported incidence of URTI after exercise have been found when the subjects consumed 1000 mg vitamin C daily for 2 months prior to and 1 month after the marathon\(^{(136)}\).

An inhibitory effect of combined vitamin C and vitamin E supplementation (for 4 weeks) on plasma IL-6 and cortisol responses to prolonged exercise has been reported in physically active non-athletes\(^{(137)}\). Acute supplementation with Zn and vitamin E did not have an effect on the cortisol response to exercise in eumenorheic runners\(^{(138)}\).

Restoring glutamine levels after prolonged exercise to physiological levels have been reported to be useful in immune response recovery\(^{(17)}\). However, a large number of studies evaluating the glutamine supplementation effect have not found consistent effects on the immune response (lymphocyte and neutrophil counts, salivary IgA levels, oxidative burst activity, or plasma IL-6 concentrations) after exercise\(^{(36,134,139–142)}\). Consequently, the available literature does not provide evidence to support the beneficial effect of glutamine supplementation during exercise.

The fact of increasing the dietary fat intake of athletes to 42%, while maintaining energy intake equal to expenditure, has been reported to improve endurance exercise performance at 60–80% of \(\text{VO}_{2}\text{max}\) in cyclists, soldiers and runners\(^{(143)}\). Other studies have found no effects on immunity after supplementation of n-3 PUFA\(^{(144)}\). Further studies are needed to determine whether the beneficial effects of higher fat diets or fatty acid supplementation in athletes are able to reduce their rate of infections.

Soyabean supplementation with moderate-intensity endurance exercise in rats may be useful in the prevention of the impairment of T-cell immunity caused by soyabean supplementation through increases in interferon-\(\gamma\) production and changes to the \(\text{CD}4^+ : \text{CD}8^+\) ratio\(^{(145)}\).

Probiotics could positively affect athletic performance through enhanced recovery from fatigue, an improved immune function, and maintenance of a healthy gastrointestinal tract function\(^{(146)}\). There is emerging evidence of the humoral and cell-mediated immune systems with probiotic enhancement\(^{(147)}\), although the effects of probiotics on the immune function in highly trained athletes remain unclear\(^{(17,148)}\).

Increased salivary IgA levels have been observed among a cohort of athletes (35 distance runners; 15 female, 20 male; 35–58 years) following colostrum supplementation for 12 weeks\(^{(149)}\).

Ginseng (1125 mg/d) consumption has also been evaluated in 10 healthy sedentary males for 35 d after a moderate-exercise protocol. No effects were found in the total leucocyte, neutrophil, monocyte, or lymphocyte
(CD3+, CD4+, CD16+ and CD20+) counts, lymphocyte proliferation or neutrophil oxidative burst\(^{(150)}\).

**Ageing**

Nutrition supplementation in ageing has unclear benefits. In middle-aged adults, several studies have reported weight loss and reduced serum CRP, IL-6 and IL-18, whereas exercise training alone is able to reduce serum CRP, IL-6, and blood mononuclear cell production of TNF\(\alpha\) and IL-1\(\alpha\) in patients at risk for heart disease\(^{(96–98)}\).

Hammett et al. performed a randomized controlled trial to assess the effects of 6 months’ regular exercise training on serum CRP levels in a healthy elderly population (60–85 years). The training intensity was increased gradually so that by the fourth month, participants were training for 45 min at a heart rate of 80% of their current estimated \(V\text{O}_{2}\text{max}\). Although an improvement of the cardiorespiratory fitness of these subjects was reported, no significant reduction was found in their serum CRP levels\(^{(155)}\).

Anyway, since a longer-term intervention (10 months) in older adults found that aerobic exercise training reduced serum IL-6, CRP, IL-18 and aerobic exercise plus flexibility–balance–resistance exercise training were associated with reduced TNF\(\alpha\)\(^{(152)}\), the type and intensity of exercise may be an important determinant in reducing inflammatory markers.

The effects of 17 weeks physical exercise and micronutrient enriched foods were evaluated on cellular immune response in the elderly population of 112 independently living, frail elderly men and women (mean age 79-2 (SD 5-9)). While the authors found that exercise may prevent or slow the age-related decline in the immune response measured by the delayed-type hypersensitivity skin test response and micronutrient enriched foods showed no effect\(^{(153)}\).

**Summary and perspectives**

Numerous studies have shown an inverse relationship between heavy exercise and immune response, while moderate physical activity or moderate–regulated training may enhance the immune function (Fig. 3). The pre-event fitness status also seems to be an important individual factor regarding this relationship\(^{(98)}\). In any case, physical activity is an important health-related variable, albeit difficult to measure.

The amount and type of physical activity that is needed to decrease the risk substantially seems to be moderate in both absolute and relative terms\(^{(99)}\). The burden to population health caused by physical inactivity is huge and the potential to improve population health by increased physical activity is promising. An additional number of factors including age, health status, exercise duration, intensity and specific nutrient intake (i.e. CHO, glutamine, vitamins, etc.) seem to influence the response of the immune system to physical activity\(^{(111,102)}\).

Further research is needed to identify additional moderating factors and to understand the mechanisms of immune cell mobilization and resistance to infections. Additional research is also necessary to find out to what extent physical activity training can exert an effect on the immune function and inflammatory markers in a global healthy population.

Finally, although adequate nutrition and regular physical activity habits may synergistically improve health, the clinical trials using nutritional supplements tried in athletes to counteract the immune suppression have been so far inconclusive. Future studies are required to clarify issues such as the appropriate specific dietary supplementation dosage, duration and ingestion patterns.
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